Referoo partners with Turbo to integrate reference
checking

Sydney, Australia, 11 November 2020

Referoo, Australia’s leading provider of online reference checks, today announced it had integrated its award-winning reference-checking technology
with Turbo, one of Australia’s most popular ATS technologies.

For Turbo clients, this means Referoo’s award-winning online reference checking service now directly integrates into its ATS solution, making it easy
to add reference checks to the recruitment process and record these references directly in Turbo.

Referoo Co-Founder, Neil Rose, said of the partnership, “This latest integration is another fantastic solution for the recruitment and HR industries.
Turbo clients now have the opportunity to automate their reference checking within their CRM/ATS, making the entire process seamless. Using
Referoo, they can now move the entire reference checking process online, dramatically reducing the time taken to receive references and ultimately
place candidates. We thank the team at Turbo for their support, and we look forward to working together.”

Saurabh Thaper, Director at Turbo, believes there is a huge benefit for Turbo clients in integrating Referoo, “Turbo is one of the most advanced
recruitment solutions in the market. By adding Referoo to our solution, we see huge benefits for our clients who can automate yet another recruitment
process. It’s simple and easy to use and will make reference checking faster for our clients.”

Turbo clients can access the solution from Referoo. Visit www.referoo.com.au/turbo for more information and the opportunity to trial Referoo for free.

ENDS

About Referoo

Referoo is the leading Australian owned complete online reference checking tool for recruiters and HR teams. Designed to make it easy for you to
generate fast and secure reference checks, our suite of tools is customisable to any business, of any size. Trial it for free at www.referoo.com.au.

About Turbo

Turbo is an advanced recruitment management platform, used by both recruitment agencies and HR professionals to manage the entire recruitment
process. The solution is simple to use, adaptable to any organisation, and supported locally by a dedicated team. Learn more at
https://www.goturbo.com.au
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